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Simple algorithm is described for decomposition o f equational sets forming mathcma tical model 
of complex chemical-process systems a t their global simula tion in unsteady statc. The algorithm 
does not require calculation of powers of adjacent matrix as is usual with the currently used 
methods based on the theory of graphs . The needed numerical operations are performed on the 
given matrix of occurrence of variables in individual equations of the system only. 

Possible decomposition of models of complex systems is one of significant features 
of progressive approach to the solution of their simulation problems. It contributes 
first of all to speeding and higher poss ible accuracy of so lution, with complex problems 
it is sometimes the way how to obtain calculation convergence. The usual methods 
of decomposition of equation sets based on the theory of graphs lead directly to de
termination of possible, in some hierarchy independently solvable subsystems. 
They are mathematically elegant , formally simple and easily programmable. The 
disadvantage is their greater stress on computer memory and neccesity of additional 
comparison of decomposition results with the structure of the set of equations for 
determination of the sequence of solution of individual subsystems. 

Mathematically, the equational model of a simulated complex system in steady 
state is represented by a system of L algebraic equations with N variables 

Let us assume that the first M equations of the system (without affecting generality 

are linear, i.e. 
N 

fj(X) = L ajjxj + C j = 0 ; i = 1, ... , M . (2) 
j= I 

Moreover let us assume that the system as regards the number of explicit variables 
in individual equations is sufficiently sparse (certain sparsity of the system is actually 
the necessary condition of the possibility of its decomposition). But this assumption 
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is stated with full agreement with the typical structure of any model of complex 
chemical-technology system. 

In general, for the system of n equations with n variables, when it is consistent 
and definite (i.e. when it is solvable according to its variables and the number of solu
tions is finite) there holds that any subsystem of equations with m k variables cannot 
include more than nk equations of the system : 

1) When the subsystem with nk variables is formed by tlk equations of the system, 
it is then consistent and definite. Definity of subsystem is here given by the number 
of equations and variables. It consistency then preconditions the assumed con
sistency of the whole system. 

2) If the subsystem of nk variables is formed by mk equations of the system, 
while mk > nk, then information contained in any arbitrary (mk - tl k) equation 
of this system is for its solvability excessive and on the contrary necessarily must be 
lacking in the subsystem formed by the remaining (11 - m k ) system equations. But 
in this case the system cannot be consistent which is in contradiction with the initial 
assumpt ion. 

3) In the case I11k < nk consistency of the subsystems is not disturbed. It is always 
possible to find for (11k - mk) of suitably selected variables such values that the 
subsystem becomes moreover also definite. These values must necessarily exist due 
to the initial assumption. 

It directly results that to each equation of a consistent system can be mutually 
uniquely adjoined an output variable, i.e. the variable whose value can be from 
given values of other explicit variables calculated by use of the given equati0J.l,' 
When the system is definite the output variables of all equations form a closed conti
nuous chain of information flow among individual equations. Existence of this 
chain is the precondition of existence of solution of the given system of equations. 
Impossibility of finding the complete vector of output variables necessarily and 
at the same time sufficiently indicates inconsistency of the solved system of equations 
which means that the simulation problem is wrongly formulated. 

In general case the selection of output variables for the given system does not 
need to be unique. This ambiguity does not cause any additional problems as regards 
decomposition of the system of equations in the case of simple simulation. It can 
only become a problem in solution of individual subsystems by use of some of the 
methods of direct substitution. But with optimal simulation* the ambiguity in selec-

The term optimal simulation is used here in the sense of selection of sllch values of control 
variables which lead to determination of the minimal (maximal) value of an objective function 
in the area of feasible solutions. As concerns the technique of selection of variables for control 
purposes or simple solution of the system on required level of its control included here is also 
the case of selection of some of variables as a parameter whose value is in advance determined 
and already not changed during the solution of the simulation problem. 
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Algorithm of Decomposition of Equational Models 807 

tion of output variables can be efrectively utilized for maximum decomposition 
of the system and thus also for max imum decrease of it s dimension. 

This possibility has been for example studied by Ramirez and Vestal 1
• 

The effect of selection of output variables to the level o f decomposition of the sys tem ca n be 
illustrated by a simple example: Let us consider opti mal solut ion of the simu lati on problem model
led by fOllr equations with five vari ab les 

I/x t • X3 ) = 0 

12(-'1, .\3' -'4) = 0 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

The system thus has one degree of freedom whi ch ca n be lIsed for o ptimisa tion of functioning 
of the system. Possible selection of control variable with a corres po nding level of decomposition 

of the system a re these: 

f
ill x, .X".\", I x, 

X2: 2 -->- 4 ~ 

f 3 

Maximum level of decomposition is reached by selection of va riable XI or X3 as the control 
variable, selection of variable Xs on the other hand enables no decomposition at all. 

The aim of this study is to describe an algorithm of selection of variables and 
decomposition of the system for determination of optimal vector of output variables 
by use of the modified metbod published earlier by the autbor2. By determination _ 
of output variables of linear equations of the system (if tbey exist) is reached the 
first degree of decomposition - is obtained solution of the subsystem of linear 
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equations according to their output variables (so-called eliminated variables) in de

pendence on output variables of the subsystem of nonlinear equations (so-called 

iterated variables) and control variables (or system parameters). Iterated and control 
variables are then the proper subject of solution of the simulation problem 2

• In the 

case the model of simulated system is formed by linear equations only, the solution 
of the model for the given control level is obtained in the first stage of decomposition. 

Modification of the mentioned method of determination of output variables is 
closely related with the proposed method of decomposition of nonlinear subsystem. 

This heuristic method has minimal requirements on the computer memory as it 

operates only on the matrix of occurrence of variables and a small number of auxiliary 

vectors. The occurrence matrix Q = (qij) is the Boolean matrix with unit value 
of element qij only in the case when the variable Xj is the explicit variable of equa

tion fJ The result of decomposition i.e. factorization of the system of equations 
into individual subsystems and sequence of their solution is obtained at once in a con

cise form of at most three vectors with the maximum dimension N. The method 

is simple and easily programmable. Total number of instructions in comparison 
with the methods based on the graph theory is by about one third smaller. 

The whole algorithm of decomposition of equational set, determination of eli

minated, iterated and control variables can be described by these steps: 

Determination of Output Variables 

This step has an imminent significance for the solution of the subsystem of linear 

equations where the output variables are at the same time the eliminated variables- . 

By determination of output variables of the subsystem of nonlinear equations the 
possible degeneration of subsystems is prevented, which is due to unsuitable selection 

of control variables (when these are not fixed in advance). With the optimisation 

problems (i.e. L < N) the selection of control variables gives a chance for a maximum 

decomposition of the system. 

Step A. {i} i-4 i = 1, ... , L 

{j} i-4 = 1, ... , N 

<X(i} = 0, P(j) = 0, Y(j} given 

When (or = 0) n (n = 2), continue by Step G. 

The quantities <Xi and Pj serve for indication of the selected Xj as output variable 

of equation Ji(X) = 0, i.e. <Xi = j and Pj = 1; otherwise <Xi = 0 and Pj = O. Pos
sibility or impossibility to obtain the complete vector of output variables indicates 

also the formal correctness or inconectness of formulation of the simulation problem. 
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Algorithm of Deco mpositio n o f Eq uati ona l Models 809 

The requirement of the ro le of control varia ble for Xj is g iven by the va lue )' j = I 

(otherwi se )'j = 0, the co ntro l va riable ca nn ot be simulta neo ll sly t he o ut put va ri

able). For simple simulati on (L = IV) there ho lds T = 0, while for o ptima l (contrOlled) 
simula tion (L < IV ) there ho lds T = 1. Moreover there hold s n = 1 - system is 
formed only by linear equ a ti ons (L = M) ; n = 2 - system is formed o nly by nOI1 -

linear equa tions (M = 0) ; n = 3 - system fo rm bo th linea r as we ll as no nlinea r 
equations (M < L). In thi s case combina t ion (T = 0) n (n = 2) means tha t in the 
case of simple simulation on the sys tem o f no nlinear equ a ti ons the qu estio n of o utput 
valiables is not of interest and a lgorithm continu es directly by the ve rifi ca tio n 
of the possibility of system decomposition . 

Step B. If a li} -:f. 0, continue by Step E. 

Fulfilment of the requirement (X j -:f. ° for a ll i means tha t the o utput va ri a ble of each 
equation of the system is determined and a lgorithm ca n continu e by eventua l no ta ti o n 
of control variables and by soluti on of the linea r subsystem o r by poss ible decom

position of nonlinear subsys tems. 

Step C. {m} ~ {il aj = O} 

{n} ~ UI (P j = 0) n (Yj = On 

Bm = Iqmn 
n 

{r} c {m}: Be = min [Bm] 
m 

If B, > 1, continue by Step D . 

Otherwise let B, = q" = 1 (s E {!l}), then s -> an I -> fl ,· 

Return back to Step B. 

With equations which do not have their output variable yet determined is of interest 
the number of variables which are neither control nor output variables (for other 

equations of the system). They are obtained by row summations o f the occurrence 
matrix Bm. When in some equation (or equation s) is only one such variable (i.e. 
Be = 1), it must necessarily be the output variable (variables) for this equation 

(equations). Neglect of equation with one single variable which could so become the 
output variable of another equation (and also of an equation with even several 

variables) leads to degeneration of the system a s not all equations then have their 
output variables. It is obvious that at conectly formulated problem, when the oc
currence matrix Q has the maximum rank L, there a lways holds Bm :> 1 for all 111. 
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{t} c {n}:et = min [en len > 0] 
n 

IPt = I IB q~ tn - et 
n ~ t 

(IB - symbol of the Boolean summation) 

{s} c {t}: Ips = min [IPt] 
t 

For an arbitrary s: {r} c gs}: e r = min [e;,] 
~. 

For an arbitrary r: s -+ Ct" 1 -+ (Js. 

Return back to Step B. 

Vrba: 

When the occurrence of variable Xs in all equations fm(x{n)) = 0 is minimal (et), 
the incidence between the equation fr(X) = 0 for which Xs is the output variable 
and other equations of the system is then also minimal. In consequence it is possible 
to reach higher degrees of decomposition of the system. The quantity I/It denotes 
the number of degrees of freedom of variable X t defined as total number of variables 
in equations which include Xt, reduced for the number of these equations (actually 
there suffices to determine within IPt only the number of variables i.e. the first term 
of the relation for IPt as the column sum of et is for all X t identical). The greater is the 
degree of freedom (e.g. of the variable Xk) the greater is the number of equations 
which otherwise do not include X k and which must be added to equations with ex
plicite occurrence of X k so that a subsystem with maximal (i.e. full) rank would be 
formed. This results in reduction of the accessible degree of system decomposition. 
Condition en > 0 at selection of et is due to inequality L < N in case of optimal 
simulation. Smaller number of equations than variables admits possible "vanishing" 
of some variables with equations for which the degrees of freedom were already 
determined. 

Notation of Control Variables 

This pbase is the natural result of selection of output variables at! = 1 (i :e. L < N). 
Variables whicb were not selected as output variables must take the task of control 
variables or system parameters with given constant values when the optimisation 
problem is not concerned (in this case the quantity! becomes equal to 0.) 
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Algorithm of Decomposit ion of Equational Models 811 

Step E. If T = 0, continue by Step F. 

{n} +-+ UI Pj = O} 

YI n} = 1 

If n = 2, continue by Step G . 

Solution of Subsys tem of Lill ear Equatioll s 

By expressing the dependence of eliminated variables Xcr:'"IIl\ ~ M on the iterated a nd 
control ones ends the first phase of decomposition , reducing the original system 
of dimension L x N to the system of dimension (L - M) x (N - M), o r (L - M) x 
x (L - M) when the eliminatio n of control variables is considered a t the same time. 
The constants c' and coefficien ts a' are in a general ex pression of the mentioned 
dependence an inversion image of origina l co nstant c and of coefficient s a at the none
liminated variables. 

Step F. {m} +-+ {il i ~ M} 

{n} +-+ {JI j if: {am}} 

Xarn = c~ + Ia;nnxn 
n 

If n = 1, STOP. 

{i} +-+ i = M + 1, .. . , L 

{k} +-+ {J} 

(k = ad I > M) n (qjk = 1) 

(qjj = 1) n (j = o:d I ~ M) n (a;k =F 0) 
qik = {0

1 
~r 
otherwise 

When the system is formed by on ly linear equations then by calculation of the simu
lation problem this phase practica lly end s (at least for the given control). Otherwise 
it is necessary to project the made elimination of vari ables and reduction of the 

system into the occurrence matrix Q. 

Step G. 8(i} = 0, 11 (j} = 0 

{
I If (Yj = 1) or (J = ad I ~ M) 

f3j = 0 otherwise 

O-+w 
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Decomposition of Subsystem of Nonlinear Equations 

The aim of decomposition is to find in the system of equations a relatively inde

pendently soluble subsystems and to determine the hierarchy of sequence of their 

so lubility with regard to the knowledge of values of their explicite variables. Decom
position thus enables further reduction of the system size. Sequence of solubility 

is determined by increasing value of quantity w, w = 1, ... , Q, where Q is the number 

of found subsystems. Relationship of the i-th equation or of j-th variable to the 

w-th subsystem is indicated by quantities Bj = w or 1'Jj = w. 

Step H. ]f B { I} =1= 0, w -> Q, STOP. 

{m} +-+ U!B j = O} 

{n} +-+ U! (P j = 0) n (lJj = O)} 

w+1->w 

{s} c {In}: in this point {s} is an empty set of indices from {In} 

TIle set of indices {s} includes in general the indices of equations which can be con

sidered for determination of the w-th subsystem. 

Step 1. {k} +-+ {m I m ¢ {s}} 

When {k} does not include any index out of {m} , then Br + 1 -> Br and 
the algorithm continues by Step K. 

Bk = ~)kn 
n 

{r} c {Ic}: Br = min [Bk] 
k 

If Br > 1, continue by Step J. 

Otherwise let for any r B r = qru = 1 (u E {n}), then w -> Br, '1u' Return back 
to Step H. 

Decomposition begins always with equations with the smallest number of explicit 

variables. Each equation including only one variable (which is not yet coordinated 

to some subsystem) forms understandably a simulateneously solvable subsystem 

and can be thus excluded out offollowing considerations. 

Step J. {s} n {r} -> {s} 

S =~) 
s 
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Algorithm of De-composition of Equational Model s 

If S < e" return back to Step L 

Otherwi se let {5) <-> 5 = S I' S2" . . , Ss 

813 

By unification of sets {s} and {r} a set of indices of eq uati o ns is obta ined which arc 
taken into consideration at determinati on of the w-th subsystem. The necessary 
condition for existence of a subsystem is that the number of equatio ns be no t smaller 
than the number of variables with unknown values which appear in these equations. 
In the oposite case it is obvious that to the considered equations mu st be coordinated 
the needed number of other equation s even a t the cost of eventual increase o f the 
number of variables - see Steps T. and J. 

Step K. 0 -+ I 

S - er + 1 -> Imax 

The basic idea of this decomposition method consists in systema tic search of com
plementary equations (their number is e r - 1) to the se lected basic equation (s-th 
in sequence from {s}) so that the total number of equations corresponds to the number 
of variables with the unknown value (i .e. e r ). The qu antity Sl m ,,, is the index of t he 
last equation to which it is still possible to find the needed number of complementary 

equations. 

Step L. I + 1 -+ I 

If I < lmax, return back to Step I. 

o->u 

We have not succeeded to select to the 51-th basic equation the needed number 
of fJ

r 
- 1 complementary equations and thus it is necessary to pass on to the 51+1-th 

equation as to the basic one. When tbis equation is in sequence behind equation 
with the index 51mox it is not possible to find the necessary number of equations and 
it is necessary to include other suitable equations into the selection i.e. equations 
with the next higher number of variables. Otherwise the basic equation is the first 
possible equation of the searched subsystem with the set of indices 5p.}' 

Step M . u + 1 -> u 

If u > R + lmay - I + 1, return back to Step L. 
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(I + u) (") {J.} -> g} 

If $ < e" return back to Step M. 

g} -> {A.}, 2) - 1 -> R. If R < e r - 1, return back to Step M. 
1. 

w -> 9S ( A)' I] {pl' Return back to Step H. 

Index u is the index of the next equation following I which can belong into the searched 
subsystem. Number of equations which in the sequence according to indices from 
{s} follow the sl+u-th equation must at least potentially enable to find the missing 
equations to the total number e r • When the value u is too high from this point 
of view, the equation with the index SI is not suitable as the basic equation and it is 
necessary in this respect to verify another equation (Step L). The quantity R gives 
the number of equations behind the basic equation which py their number of unknown 
variables satisfy the value e r (51-th equation satisfies this value in any case). Each 
newly considered equation with index sl+u, together with equations with indices 
sp,} which have already been accepted for the searched subsystem, must be verified 
as regards the total number of unknowns (quantity $). When the determined number 
of variables does not suit (e > er ) , the sl+,.-th equation is interchanged with the_ 
next equation (Step M). Otherwise this equation is accepted and according to the 
value of R another needed equation is added to the already accepted equations or the 
searched subsystem is already found. In the last case all equations of subsystem 
and variables whose value can be found by solution of the subsystem are properly 
denoted by the decomposition level w. 

Total number of found subsystems is Q , individual subsystems are solved in the 
sequence of values wand the w-th subsystem can be formally denoted as 

f(mwlX(nw}) = 0 

{mw} ~ {i/9 j = w} 

{nw} ~ UI rl j = w} 

i = M + 1, ... , L 

j = 1, ... ,N 

w = 1, ... ,Q. 
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Example of Application of the Proposed Algorithm 

The functioning of the described al gorithm in a nalys is of a chemical engineering system, modelled 
by a system of algebraic equations. can be illustra ted by the system mixer- hea t exchanger- mixer1

. 

Model or this system is rormed by a system or :!I a lgebra ic equa tions with 36 variables; 9 equa
tions are linear, other equations a rc nonlinear. Here we are neither interes ted in the concrete 
form of equations nor in the process which they describe, a nd suffices only the occurrence ma trix 
given in Table I. Thus: N = 36, L = 21, M = 9, linea r equatio ns have (in the sense of al gorithm 
construction) indices within the range I to M . System is formed by bOlh Iypes o r equations 
(n = 3) and includes N - L = 15 rree variables so Ihal the problem can be solved eventually 
also as the controlled (optimal) simulation (r = 1). Va lues or variables X 30 to x J6 must be a lways 
known in advance berore the solution or the systcm of cqua tions is started . These varia bles 

will be thus apriori considered as control va riables . i .e. )' j = I ror i = 30, . .. , 36. 

By application or the first part or algornhm (Steps A - F) the output variables or equations 

(ror linear equations are they given in Table II) and conlrol variables which arc .1' 10 ' .I'll' ·\' 17' 

XIS' .1'24' X26' X 27 , X 29 to XJ 6 (i. e' )' j = I ro r j = 10, 11 , 17, 18,24, 26,27,29, .. .. 36) were 
determined. By solving the linear subsystem dependences a rc obtained 

i = 1: XS(X7) = 0 

2: XI3(XI2) = 0, resp. xdxdx7)) = 0 or X dX7) = 0 

3: X 16 = coost. 

4: X22(X I9' X 20 , X21) = ° 
5: X2(X4, X6) = 0, resp. XiX4(XI O)' X6(X II )) = 0 or X2(X IO ' XII) = 0 

6: XdX7) = 0 

7: X6(X II ) = 0 

8: X4(X IO) = 0 

9: X I5(X l l' XIS) = ° 
rrom which there results that only 

a~,7' a;.7' a~,19' a~,20' a~ , 21' a; 10 ' a; , II' a ~ ,7' a ;, II' a~.tO' a~ , J I' a ~ .18 

are in general differing from zero. Reduced occurrence matrix is given in Table III (columns 
of co~trol variables are ror simplicity left out - control variables cannot affect the following 
decomposition, in the very calculation the binary vari a bles Yj serve for their indica tion . 

Solution or the system or equations ror the system mixer- heat exchanger- mixer according 
to the reached system decomposition and selection of vari a bles is demonstrated in_ the next 
scheme: Xj variables with the yet unknown value, Xj variables with the calculated value, X j control 

variables with the given value: 

XlX10, .Xtl) = 0-+ X2 

XiXI0) = 0 -+ X4 

X 6 (X ll ) = 0 -+ X6 
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~ 
TABLE I 

0\ 

Occurrence matrix of the system mixer-heat exchanger-mixer (I;, x) 

123456 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

2 1 I 

3 
4 1 1 1 
5 
6 

~ 
~ 
g' 10 

J 
II 
12 
13 

I 14 

1 I ~ IS 

? 16 

~ 
17 

3 18 

~ 19 

~ 
20 
21 

~ 
I» 

$ 

j 
- - - - -
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'\IS(X II , ·\'18) = 0 .... 5.'IS 

X l6 = canst. ..... \'16 

co = 1: fIO(5.'2 , X4, ·\'6 ' .\ 7, X30' X31 ) = 0 -+ .x7; -'8(.\'7) = 0 -+ Xs; X12(X7) = 
= 0 -+ ·\'12; X13(X7) = 0 -+ .\'13 

2: fl2(x6 , X 23 , X24) = 0 -+ X23 

3: fl3(x s, x6, XI I ' X32) = 0 -+ .xs 

4: fI6(X 2S , X26, X27) = 0 -+ X2S 

5: fI 9(Xll , XIS' XIS' X2 1' X35, X36) = 0 -+ .X21 

6: f20( Xl l' X 14' X I S' X17 , XIS' X32) = 0 .... Xl 4 

TABLE II 

Output variables of linear equations 

13 16 22 12 

TABLE III 

4 15 

817 

Reduced occurrence matrix of iterated variables in the subsystem of nonlinear equations (fi. xJ) 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

14 
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7: f21(X II , X 2S, X29) = 0 -+ X2S 

8: fl7(x II , X1 2, XIS' XIB, X 19 ' x))) = 0 -+ XI9 

9: fI8(X II , X13' XIS ' XIS ' X20' X)4) = 0 -+ X20; x2ix l9' X20' X21) = 
= 0 -+ X22 

10: fI4(X), X4' x 9, xIO ) = O} __ 
-+ x), X9 

fI5(X 3, xs, X9' X32) = 0 

11: fll(x t , x2, .\'), X4, xs, X6) = 0 -+ XI 

Vrba 

By decomposition of the system of nonlinear equations 11 subsystems were obtained out 
of which the largest (co = 10) has the rank equal to 2. High number of control variables (15) 
is here irrelevant as in the practical case majority of them is not the object of optimisation. 
It concerns parameters of stable character, such as for ins!. rate and composition of the reactants 
etc. Let us note that a ll information on organization and structure of the simulated system which 
are necessary for the solution of the system of equation~ are included only in the occurrence 
matrix Q, vector of output variables of equations IX, vector of control variables,. and vector a. and 
'I, indicating the relationship of equation and variable to individual subsystems obtained by de
composition of the original system. For determination of values of eliminated variables in de
pendence on control and iterated variables then serves beside the vector IX the vector of constants 
(cD and the matrix of coefficients of linear subsystem (alj)' 
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